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Deadly Formula of Federalism in Iraq
On October 12th, 2006 Baghdad’s parliament passed federalism legislation in Iraq, and
Western nations welcome the news as a good news for Iraq. However, Sarbazan
predicated about catastrophic outcome of federalism in Iraq, and no one was willing to
listen to Sarbazan’s advice. Interestingly, there are some individuals like Kenneth R.
Timmerman, who endorses political apparatus of Federalism Formula for Iran.
In past, Sarbazan warned public about deadly outcome of Federalism in Iraq and
predicated that in this equation of federalism in Iraq “which is going to be harmful for the
Middle East region stability, which is the Kurdistan region in Iraq. The Kurds in Iraq will
declare their independence and want to cherish their new found nation with neighbor
Kurds, and the Iraqi Kurds will call upon other Kurdish people to join them. The Kurds
will chant of independence in Iraq out loud so the other Kurds could hear them, this chant
of independence will motivate other Kurds to join Iraqi Kurds and calling for unification
of Kurdistan, which will spread quickly in countries like Iran, Turkey, and Syria.
Obviously, the clerics in Iran have an expansion agenda and will suppress any opposition
voice without any second thought. Turkey will be left with a monumental tragedy on
their hands.”1 Briefly examining above prediction with today’s reality, recently German
authority is having difficulty to keep good relation with Turkey and Iran due to “a new
Kurdish party, the PJAK, is causing Germany's intelligence agencies concern. Public
prosecutors are investigating whether the group, whose leader lives in Cologne, is a
terrorist organization.”2 In 2004, PJAK was incepted which “has close ties with the
successor organization to the banned Kurdish separatist group, the PKK, and now
operates a militia in northern Iraq. PJAK troops have repeatedly launched operations
inside Iranian territory and, according to the Kurdish group more than 100 Iranian
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soldiers have been killed in the clashes.”3 It means more blood will be spill in future, the
cleric regime in Iran will launch massive attack on rebels.
There are some individuals like Kenneth R. Timmerman, who is endorsing political
apparatus of federalism for Iran and in past Timmerman approached Shirin NESHAT to
convince her to participate in Paris Conference which was organized by some individuals
who were endorsing federalism for Iran. NESHAT turned down the invitation and was
outraged by whole idea of inviting her to the Paris Conference. Shirin NESHAT is
daughter of Major-General Ali NESHAT, who paid ultimate price for Iran, and would not
participate in any kind of event which is about disintegrating Iran, and those obscure
entities are taking cover under banner of federalism.
Behrouz SOURE ISRAFIL invited NESHAT to his television program and asked her to
narrator her side of the story to the public about turning down Timmerman’s invitation to
the Paris Conference. It came down to this point that Timmerman, who have no
knowledge about political culture of Iran; he has been endeavoring to give political
advice to Iranian expatriates on how to confront the cleric establishment, in Iran, in the
name of federalism.
Kenneth R. Timmerman is not right kind of person to give political advice to anyone, he
has been accused of yellow journalism in his relation with WMD in Iraq4 {yellow
journalism means “is a pejorative reference to journalism that features scandal
mongering, sensationalism, or other unethical or unprofessional practices by news media
organizations or journalists. It has been loosely defined as "not quite libel".”}5
Timmerman is also Founder and President of Foundation for Democracy in Iran and “his
opinions have little influence in the Iranian Diasporas.”6
Last thought, Sarbazan published an article and a book and predicted on issue of
federalism in Iraq as a deadly formula for Iraqi people, and compromising stability of
Middle East, and today it has been proven beyond doubt federalism would not work in
Iraq. There are individuals like Timmerman, who is envisioning federalism for Iran.
Already, federalism failed in Iraq why should anyone think federalism would work for
Iran? The question of federalism is not up to Timmerman or his associates. The question
of federalism needs to be decided by Iranian people, after total removal of the theology
state in Iran. In the main time, let’s allocate resources in right places to remove the
Islamic Republic of occupier of Iran.
Part One:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjfiVqsVVJs
Part Two:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWd1VRePmco
Part Three:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HnE2I34x3g
End Note:
[1] http://www.iranian.ws/cgi-bin/iran_news/exec/view.cgi/21/18597
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[2] http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/0,1518,547211,00.html
[3] http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/0,1518,547211,00.html
[4] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenneth_R._Timmerman
[5] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yellow_journalism
[6] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenneth_R._Timmerman
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